Welcome to another AK Press catalog. We’ve been hard at work since the last one, doing our best
to help writers introduce radical analyses and political strategies into the world—all the better to
change it from the bottom up. While much of the country looks to powerful politicians (or, these
days, the FBI) to free us from, well, politicians and their goons, we believe that real change will
only come from social movements and the new structures they build outside the halls of power.
In the pages ahead, you’ll find plenty of books that contribute to that process. We hope you’ll pick
up these tools/weapons and use them well!

BE OUR FRIEND
“Our concern was action aimed at establishing a new society where
studies were directed not to rejoin the herd of wage slaves or the class
of privileged exploiters, but to construct a life in harmony with oneself,
with every human being and with nature in which we live.”
That quotation by Kadour Naïmi—from his book Freedom in Solidarity, published by us this June—is a good description of what we’re trying
to do at AK Press. Naïmi is referring to the young people who rose up in
France in 1968, but it’s also the work being done today by countless antiauthoritarians around the world. We’re part of a broad movement to remake
society or, to quote another of our June books, “turn this world inside out.”
A big part of that has always been mutual aid, the sharing of human energy and resources to support one another in our struggles. The most consistent and dependable form of mutual aid that helps us bring important
authors and their ideas to a growing, radical readership is our subscription program: The Friends of AK Press.
As a Friend of AK Press, you chip in a fixed amount each month and you get:
A A copy of every new book we publish
A 50% off everything we have ever published (AK Gear as well)
A 20% off everything we distribute
The more Friends we have, the more ideas become realities. If you have
anything to spare, please take a look at the membership options—including a way to send books to people in prison—and choose the one that
works for you!
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AK PRESS | New Releases
Pleasure Activism
The Politics of Feeling Good
ADRIENNE MAREE BROWN

“[brown] demonstrates how we can tap into our
emotional and erotic desires to organize against
oppression.” —Colorlines
How do we make social justice the most pleasurable human experience? How can we awaken within ourselves desires that make it impossible to settle
for anything less than a fulfilling life? Drawing on
the black feminist tradition, adrienne maree brown
challenges us to rethink the ground rules of activism. Her essays are interwoven with conversations
and insights from other feminist thinkers, including Audre Lorde, Joan Morgan, Cara Page, Sonya
Renee Taylor, and Alexis Pauline Gumbs. Together
they cover a breadth of subjects—from sex work to
climate change, from race and gender to sex, drugs,
and the politics of pleasure.

464 pp. | $20.00
9781849353267

Making Spaces Safer
A Guide to Giving Harassment the Boot
Wherever You Work, Play, and Gather
SHAWNA POTTER

“Every time someone wants me to prove sexism in
the scene exists I am not going to tell them about
having beer spat in my face while I’m singing or
about men screaming ‘shut up’ while I’m talking
between songs. I’m gonna hand them this book and
say ‘No more horror stories, here are some solutions.’” —Kathleen Hanna
Shawna Potter, singer of War On Women, has
tackled sexism and harassment in lyrics and on
stage for years. Taking the battle to music venues
themselves, she has trained night clubs and community spaces to create safer environments for
marginalized people. Now she’s turned decades of
experience into this concise guide to help public
spaces shut down harassers wherever they show up.

AKPRESS.ORG

230 pp. | $15.00
9781849353564
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AK PRESS | New Releases
Turn This World Inside Out
The Emergence of Nurturance Culture
NORA SAMARAN

“Nora Samaran writes with a unique combination of compassion and intelligence on the most
pressing topic of our time.” —Liz Plank, author of
Divided States of Women

136 pp. | $15.00
9781849353588

When communities identify and interrupt systemic violence, prioritize the needs of those harmed,
and hold a circle of belonging that humanizes
everyone, they create a foundation that can begin
to resist and repair the harms inflicted by patriarchy, white supremacy, and capitalism. Emerging
from insights in gender studies, race theory, and
psychology, and influenced by contemporary social
movements, Turn This World Inside Out engages
today’s crucial questions, helping move us beyond
seemingly intractable barriers to collective change.

The Five Hundred Year Rebellion
Indigenous Movements and the
Decolonization of History in Bolivia
BENJAMIN DANGL

220 pp. | $18.00
9781849353465

2

After centuries of colonial domination and a twentieth century riddled with dictatorships, indigenous peoples in Bolivia embarked upon a social and
political struggle that would change the country
forever. As part of that project, activists took control of their own history, starting in the 1960s by
reaching back to oral traditions and then forward
to new forms of print and broadcast media. This
book tells the fascinating story of how indigenous
Bolivians recovered and popularized histories of
past rebellions, political models, and leaders, using
them to build movements for rights, land, autonomy, and political power.
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AK PRESS | New Releases
We Are Anarchists
Essays on Anarchism, Pacifism, and the
Indian Independence Movement, 1923–1953
M.P.T. ACHARYA
Edited by Ole Birk Laursen

M.P.T. Acharya (1887–1954) was a contemporary and critic of Mohandas Gandhi during the
Indian Independence Movement. A lifetime of
anti-colonial struggle led him to embrace anarchism and nonviolent direct action, a practice in
which he saw tremendous revolutionary potential.
A transnational figure, Acharya engaged in anticolonial activism across India, Europe, the United
States, and Russia. Acharya’s work demonstrates
the global reach of anarchism in the interwar period and gives us a more complete and nuanced understanding of Indian anticolonial struggles.

290 pp. | $18.00
9781849353427

Freedom in Solidarity
My Experiences in the May 1968 Uprising
KADOUR NAÏMI
Translated by David Porter

Kadour Naïmi came from Algeria to study in
France in 1966, four years after his country’s liberation from colonial rule and two years before a
different liberation movement exploded in France.
Capturing the youthful enthusiasm and revolutionary earnestness of the young communists, Situationists, and anarchists he struggled alongside,
Naïmi’s account of May ’68 is unforgettable. Spirited and inspiring, it manages to transmit important
historical lessons amid stories of sex, student life,
and street-fighting.

AKPRESS.ORG

136 pp. | $15.00
9781849353502
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AK PRESS | New Releases
My Eighty-One Years of Anarchy
A Memoir
MAY PICQUERAY
Translated by Paul Sharkey

240 pp. | $18.00
9781849353229

May Picqueray (1898–1983) missed none of history’s major events during her lifetime. In 1921,
she sent a parcel bomb to the US ambassador in
Paris to protest the death sentence of Sacco and
Vanzetti. In November 1922, she attended the Red
Trade Union International in Moscow, where she
denounced the congress for feasting while Russian
workers starved. Years later, she was involved in the
movements of May 1968 and the Fight for Larzac
in 1975. Picqueray’s story is entangled with those of
Sébastien Faure, Nestor Makhno, Emma Goldman,
Alexander Berkman, Marius Jacob, and Buenaventura Durruti, among many others.

Sons of Night
Antoine Gimenez’s Memories of the
War in Spain
ANTOINE GIMENEZ
Edited by The Giménologues

732 pp. | $28.00
9781849353083
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A fascinating memoir of the Spanish Civil War
as well as a new approach to writing history, The
Sons of Night is two books in one. First is Antoine
Gimenez’s Memories of the War in Spain, a compelling and lyrical account of his experiences in the
Spanish Revolution. The other is In Search of the
Sons of Night by the Giménologues, a group of
friends who became historians over the twelveyear adventure of publishing Gimenez’s memoir.
The second book, a profoundly innovative form of
historiography, records the fascination Gimenez’s
account held for the group and the many branching paths of inquiry it led them down. Includes a
foreword by Dolors Marín Silvestre.
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AK PRESS | New Releases
The Anarchist Encyclopedia
Abridged
SÉBASTIEN FAURE
Edited and Translated by Mitchell Abidor

This is an abridged version of the Anarchist Encyclopedia. The original was a four-volume compendium of anarchist thought and analysis compiled by
Sébastien Faure between 1925 and 1934. Within
its pages can be found articles on political, social,
and philosophical questions written from every
point of view within the anarchist movement, by
many of the most important figures of anarchism,
like Max Nettlau, Emile Armand, Voline, and Errico Malatesta. Although much shorter, our selection reflects the depth and range of the original.
Mitchell Abidor’s introduction provides historical
context, biographical detail about the contributors,
and an overview of political philosophies covered.

262 pp. | $22.00
9781849353069

Complete Works of Malatesta,
Vol. IV
Towards Anarchy: Malatesta in America,
1899–1900
ERRICO MALATESTA
Edited by Davide Turcato

After escaping from forced residency on an island
off the coast of Italy, Errico Malatesta (1853–1932)
made his way to London and eventually Paterson,
New Jersey, in 1899. Experience had led Malatesta
to suggest a radical change in tactics. He claimed
that his goal was not to “accomplish anarchy today,
tomorrow, or in ten centuries” but to “walk toward
anarchy today, tomorrow, and always.” This volume
demonstrates the transnational dimension of Malatesta’s activity, the breadth of his ideas, and his
prominent role in labor and anarchist movements
on both sides of the Atlantic.

AKPRESS.ORG

272 pp. | $24.95
9781849351485
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AK PRESS | Forthcoming
Fat, Pretty, and Soon to be Old
A Makeover for Self and Society
KIMBERLY DARK

9781849353670 | 160 pp. | $16.00 | september

A moving, funny, and startlingly frank collection of personal essays about what it means to look a certain way. Or rather, certain ways. Navigating Kimberly Dark’s experience of being fat
since childhood—as well as queer, white-privileged, a genderconfirming “girl with a pretty face,” eventually disabled, and inevitably aging—each piece blends storytelling and social analysis to
demonstrate how appearance privilege functions in everyday life.
Love WITH Accountability
Digging Up the Roots of Child Sexual Abuse
Edited by AISHAH SHAHIDAH SIMMONS

9781849353526 | 360 pp. | $20.00 | october

Despite the current survivor-affirming awareness around sexual
violence, child sexual abuse remains a very taboo topic. Documentary filmmaker and survivor of child sexual abuse and adult
rape, Aishah Shahidah Simmons invites diasporic Black people
to join her in transformative storytelling that envisions a world
that ends child sexual abuse without relying on the criminal
justice system.
Luigi Galleani
The Most Dangerous Anarchist in America
ANTONIO SENTA

9781849353489 | 220 pp. | $18.00 | october

Luigi Galleani is considered, with Errico Malatesta, one of the
most influential militants of Italian-speaking anarchism. A tireless thinker, agitator, and public speaker, he attracted large numbers of workers to the revolutionary cause in Italy and the United
States. This is the biography of one of the most charismatic exponents of workers’ struggles in Europe and the United States
between the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
Down with the Law
Anarchist Individualist Writings from Early
Twentieth-Century France
Edited and translated by MITCHELL ABIDOR

9781849353441 | 180 pp. | $15.00 | november

Twentieth-century France was the home of a vibrant, varied, and
active anarchist individualist movement, which included figures like
Albert Libertad, Emile Armand, André Lorulot, and the young
Victor Serge. Down with the Law provides a wide range of voices
from within this neglected movement, including a first-hand account of life among the members of the Bonnot Gang.
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AK PRESS | Commune Editions
Purveyors of poetry and other political antagonisms.

The Hammer
ADELAIDE IVÁNOVA
Translated by CHRIS DANIELS

“The Hammer is a tool for demolishing neurotic displeasure, the submission of the body and the other infinity of
repressions.”—Sergio Maciel, Escamandro

128 pp. | $18.00
9781934639276

The Hammer nails its bold proclamations to the forehead of a rape culture both literary and very real, writing through a thousand silences and shattering the false
transparencies of the law. Beyond this and despite a universe of oppressions, Adelaide Ivánova also manages to
create a space for real intimacy between lovers. A hammer is a weapon, she reminds us, but also a tool. You can
tear it all down and then build something.

MORE FROM

AKPRESS.ORG

Duppies

Cruel Fiction

D. S. MARRIOTT

WENDY TREVINO

110 pp. | $18.00
9781934639269

9781934639252

128 pp. | $16.00
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AK PRESS | Recent & Recommended

Alerta! Alerta!

Zooicide

Snapshots of Europe’s
Anti-Fascist Struggle
PATRICK STRICKLAND

Seeing Cruelty, Demanding
Abolition
SUE COE

9781849353304
196 pp. | $16.00

Resisting Illegitimate
Authority
A Thinking Person’s Guide to
Being an Anti-Authoritarian—
Strategies, Tools, and Models
BRUCE E. LEVINE

9781849353243
276 pp. | $18.00
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9781849352864
120 pp. | $20.00

Feminisms in Motion
Voices for Justice, Liberation,
and Transformation
Ed. JESSICA HOFFMANN &
DARIA YUDACUFSKI

9781849353342
284 pp. | $20.00

Proletarian Days

I Am Action

A Hippolyte Havel Reader
HIPPOLYTE HAVEL;
Ed. NATHAN JUN

Literary and Combat Articles,
Thoughts, and Revolutionary
Chronicles
PRAXEDIS G. GUERRERO; Ed.
JAVIER SETHNESS-CASTRO

9781849353281
450 pp. | $24.00

9781849353144
160 pp. | $15.00
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AK PRESS | Recent & Recommended

As Black As Resistance

Premonitions

Finding the Conditions for
Liberation
ZOÉ SAMUDZI &
WILLIAM C. ANDERSON

Selected Essays on the
Culture of Revolt
AK THOMPSON

9781849353168
160 pp. | $16.00

The Duty to Stand Aside
Nineteen Eighty-Four and the
Wartime Quarrel of George
Orwell and Alex Comfort
ERIC LAURSEN

9781849353182
184 pp. | $16.00

AKPRESS.ORG

9781849353380
250 pp. | $20.00

Emergent Strategy

Rethinking Anarchy
Direct Action, Autonomy,
Self-Management
CARLOS TAIBO

9781849353328
160 pp. | $16.00

Octavia’s Brood

Science Fiction Stories from Social
Shaping Change,
Justice Movements
Changing Worlds
Ed. ADRIENNE MAREE
ADRIENNE MAREE BROWN
BROWN & WALIDAH
9781849352604
IMARISHA
288 pp. | $16.00

9781849352093
312 pp. | $18.00
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AK DISTRO | New Arrivals
Abolishing Carceral Society
Ed. ABOLITION COLLECTIVE

common notions | 9781942173083 | $20.00
Voices of today’s revolutionary abolitionist movements struggling against capitalism, patriarchy,
colonialism, ecological crisis, prisons, and borders.
Real Queer America: LGBT Stories from
Red States
SAMANTHA ALLEN

little, brown & co. | 9780316516037 | $27.00
A narrative tour through the vibrant queer communities sprouting up in red states.
Law as Refuge of Anarchy: Societies
Without Hegemony or State
HERMANN AMBORN

mit press | 9780262536585 | $19.95
Communities in the Horn of Africa offer a concrete countermodel to the hierarchical state.
Feminism for the 99%: A Manifesto
CINZIA ARRUZZA, TITHI BHATTACHARYA,
& NANCY FRASER

verso | 9781788734424 | $12.95
A simple but powerful argument: feminism must
be anticapitalist, eco-socialist, and antiracist.
Strike One to Educate One Hundred:
The Rise of the Red Brigades,
1960s—1970s
CHRIS ARONSON BECK, REGGIE EMILIANA,
LEE MORRIS, & OLLIE PATTERSON

kersplebedeb | 9781894946988 | $24.95
Now available again in a new edition—the crucial
documentary history of the Italian Red Brigades.
Emotions Go to Work
ZOE BELOFF

minor compositions | 9781570272301 | $25.00
This artist book investigates how technology is
used to transform feelings into capital.
The Witches’ Grimoire
SABRINA CINTRON

radix media | 9780999713723 | $10.00
Light and dark magic battle for power, and the
coven becomes entangled in a spellbinding war.
Commune: Issue 2
COMMUNE MAGAZINE

commune magazine | no isbn | $15.00
The new popular magazine for our era of
revolution is as beautifully designed as it is
timely. Get Issue 2 now, and stay tuned for more!
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AK DISTRO | New Arrivals
Women and the Subversion of Community:
A Mariarosa Dalla Costa Reader
MARIAROSA DALLA COSTA
Ed. CAMILLE BARBAGALLO

pm press | 9781629635705 | $24.95
Marxist feminist analysis of how the reproduction
of labor and life functions under capitalism.
Our History Is the Future: Standing Rock
Versus the Dakota Access Pipeline
NICK ESTES

verso | 9781786636720 | $26.95
This intergenerational story looks at the centuries
of Indigenous resistance leading up to #NoDAPL.
Anarchist Education and the Modern
School: A Francisco Ferrer Reader
FRANCISCO FERRER
Ed. MARK BRAY & ROBERT HAWORTH

pm press | 9781629635095 | $24.95
A collection of writings on rationalist education,
revolutionary violence, the general strike, and more.
Repair: Redeeming the Promise of Abolition
KATHERINE FRANKE

haymarket | 9781608466245 | $24.95
A case for reparations based on accounts of
slavery and promises made to its survivors.
Invisible: A Diary of Rough Sleeping in Britain
ANDREW FRASER

freedom press | 9781904491316 | $17.00
The young activists in this experimental novel struggle together to imagine a resistance that isn’t futile.
Solito, Solita: Crossing Borders with
Youth Refugees from Central America
Ed. JONATHAN FREEDMAN & STEVEN MAYERS

haymarket | 9781608466184 | $19.95
An urgent collection of oral histories that tells—
in their own words—the story of young refugees.
Yes Means Yes! Visions of Female
Sexual Power and a World without Rape
Ed. JACLYN FRIEDMAN & JESSICA VALENTI

seal press | 9781580058988 | $16.99
Now in a new edition—a feminist classic!

As Long as Grass Grows: The Indigenous
Fight for Environmental Justice, from
Colonization to Standing Rock
DINA GILIO-WHITAKER

beacon press |9780807073780 | $25.95
The story of Native peoples’ resistance to
environmental injustice and land incursions.

AKPRESS.ORG
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AK DISTRO | New Arrivals
Field of Battle
SERGIO GONZÁLEZ RODRÍGUEZ

semiotext(e) | 9781635900880 | $13.95
A geopolitical war scenario, establishing a form
of global governance by surveillance and control.
Poverty Scholarship: Poor People-Led
Theory, Art, Words & Tears Across
Mama Earth
LISA “TINY” GRAY-GARCIA, ET AL.

poor press | 9781732925007 | $29.00
Solutions based on poverty skolaz’ experiential
knowledge of what works and what can work.
Dissidents of the International Left
Ed. ANDY HEINTZ

new internationalist | 9781780264998 | $16.95
Interviews with progressives, leftists, dissidents,
activists, anarchists and feminists all over the world.
Make Rojava Green Again
INTERNATIONALIST COMMUNE OF ROJAVA

dog section press | 9780993543562 | $12.00
A vision and a manual from Rojava for what a
free, ecological society can look like.

Reclaiming Our Space: How Black
Feminists Are Changing the World from
the Tweets to the Streets
FEMINISTA JONES

beacon press | 9780807055373 | $14.95
Black women’s transformative influence is the
focus of this account of mainstream resistance.
Radical Medicine: The International Origins
of Socialized Health Care in Canada
ESYLLT W. JONES

arp books | 9781927886168 | $28.00
A visionary and politicized international history
of medicare.
Fumbling Towards Repair: A Workbook
for Community Accountability Facilitators
MARIAME KABA & SHIRA HASSAN

project nia & just practice |
9781939202321 | $35.00
A resource for facilitation of accountability processes to address interpersonal harm and violence.
When They Call You a Terrorist:
A Black Lives Matter Memoir
PATRISSE KHAN-CULLORS & ASHA BANDELE

st. martin’s press | 9781250171085 | $24.99
A poetic and powerful memoir from the cofounder of the #BlackLivesMatter movement.
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AK DISTRO | New Arrivals
How We Win: A Guide to
Nonviolent Direct Action Campaigning
GEORGE LAKEY

melville house | 9781612197531 | $16.99
A lifetime of activist experience informs this playbook for nonviolent direct action campaigns.
Are We Done Fighting? Building Understanding in a World of Hate and Division
MATTHEW LEGGE

new society | 9780865719088 | $24.95
Learn how to respond to fear and aggression strategically and understand sources of conflict and bias.
We the Resistance: Documenting a History
of Nonviolent Protest in the United States
Ed. MICHAEL G. LONG

city lights | 9780872867567 | $23.95
A first-person history of nonviolent struggles.
We Want To Do More Than Survive:
Abolitionist Teaching and the Pursuit of
Educational Freedom
BETTINA L. LOVE

beacon press | 9780807069158 | $24.95
An educator offers a vision of educational justice.
The War on Neighborhoods: Policing,
Prison, and Punishment in a Divided City
RYAN LUGALIA-HOLLON

beacon press | 9780807071861 | $18.00
A case for a revolutionary changes to our publicsafety model to address trauma and poverty.
OP: Original Plumbing—The Best of
Ten Years of Trans Male Culture
Ed. AMOS MAC & ROCCO KAYIATOS

feminist press | 9781936932597 | $34.95
A collection of highlights from OP’s twenty issues.
We Live for the We:
The Political Power of Black Motherhood
DANI MCCLAIN

bold type | 9781568588551 | $15.99
A warm, wise, and urgent guide to parenting in
uncertain times, from a longtime reporter.

Your Freedom and Mine:
Abdullah Öcalan and the Kurdish
Question in Erdogan’s Turkey
Ed. THOMAS JEFFREY MILEY &
FEDERICO VENTURINI

black rose books | 9781551646688 | $26.99
The history and current reality of the Kurdish
struggle for recognition and peace in Turkey.

AKPRESS.ORG
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AK DISTRO | New Arrivals
Emergence & Anarchism: A Philosophy
of Power, Action, and Liberation
SCOTT NICHOLAS NAPPALOS

i street press | 9781945526589 | $18.95
A theory of liberation that focuses on power,
agency, motivation, and larger social forces.
An African American and Latinx
History of the United States
PAUL ORTIZ

beacon press | 9780807005934 | $16.00
This bottom-up history, told from interconnected
vantage points, offers a way forward in the continued struggle for universal civil rights.
Contra el leviatán y contra su historia
FREDY PERLMAN

detritus books | 9781948501033 | $16.00
The classic Against His-Story, Against Leviathan
is now available in Spanish!
The Machine And Its Discontents: A
Fredy Perlman Anthology
FREDY PERLMAN

active dist. | 9780995660977 | $12.95
A collection of Perlman’s short writings, many
of which have been out of print for some time.
Tonguebreaker: Poems
LEAH LAKSHMI PIEPZNA-SAMARASINHA

arsenal pulp | 9781551527574 | $16.95
New poetry dreams unafraid femme futures—a
ritual for collective continued survival.
The Nightlife of Jacuzzi Gaskett
BRONTEZ PURNELL
Illustrated by ELISE R. PETERSON

dottir press | 9781948340021 | $18.95
This children’s book sweetly portrays having a
single parent and caring for a younger sibling.
The Slow Burning Fuse: Secret History
of the British Anarchists
JOHN QUAIL

freedom press | 9781904491279 | $20.00
A history of British anarchism told through the
social clubs, the unsung heroes, the searing manifestos and political activities.
A Beautiful Idea: History of the
Freedom Press Anarchists
ROB RAY

freedom press | 9781904491309 | $16.00
This is an attempt to draw out a narrative from
Freedom Press’s densely packed (and long!) history.
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Next World Tarot
CRISTY C. ROAD

silver sprocket | 9781945509292 | $50.00
This tarot deck and booklet celebrates body outlaws,
endangered cultures, and anti-colonial belief systems.
Entry Points: Resonating Punk,
Performance, and Art (CD + Booklet)
STEVPHEN SHUKAITIS, PENNY RIMBAUD,
DHARMA, & AWK WAH

minor compositions | no isbn | $21.00
An art-media project exploring resonances between
punk and performance in the UK and Southeast Asia.
How We Fight White Supremacy:
A Field Guide to Black Resistance
AKIBA SOLOMON & KENRYA RANKIN

bold type | 9781568588490 | $17.99
This celebration of Black resistance offers wisdom
and ideas for how each of us can contribute.
Capital City: Gentrification
and the Real Estate State
SAMUEL STEIN

verso | 9781786636393 | $17.95
Our cities are changing. This book explains the role
of state-led urban planning in the real estate state.
Writings from a Greek Prison: 32 Steps, or
Correspondence from the House of the Dead
TASOS THEOFILOU

common notions | 9781942173120 | $15.00
A testimony to the brutality of prison life, and its
centrality in contemporary capitalism.
The Debt System: A History of Sovereign
Debts and Their Repudiation
ÉRIC TOUSSAINT

haymarket | 9781608463091 | $19.95
For as long as there have been rich and poor nations,
debt has been a force for maintaining inequality.
BlackLife: Post-BLM and
the Struggle for Freedom

RINALDO WALCOTT & IDIL ABDILLAHI

arp books | 9781927886212 | $15.00
A call to challenge pervasive thought on dominant
culture’s conception of Black personhood.
Always Blue
JOHN DERMOT WOODS

radix media | 9780999713730 | $10.00
The story of a wind engineer enduring a set of
tribulations rooted in his own invention.

AKPRESS.ORG
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AK DISTRO | Welcome, Between the Lines!
Between the Lines is a cooperatively run publisher based in Toronto.
Their titles are now available in the US through AK Press Distribution.
Here are just a few recent releases to check out...
Beyond Guilt Trips
Mindful Travel in an Unequal World
ANU TARANATH

9781771134323 | $17.00

Every year, hundreds of thousands of young people pack their
bags to study or volunteer abroad. Well-intentioned and curious Westerners travel to low-income countries to learn about
people and cultures different than their own. Anu Taranath
unpacks our baggage about who we are, where we come from,
and how much we have, and provides us with tools to navigate
differences with accountability and connection.
Captive Audience
How Corporations Invaded Our Schools
CATHERINE GIDNEY

9781771134262 | $18.95

While commercialism has long existed in our schools, the corporate invasion of our schools has reached new heights after decades of federal funding cuts. At the same time, studies on the
impact of advertising and consumer culture on children make
clear that the effects are harmful both to the individual child
and the broader culture. Captive Audience explores this compelling history of branding the classroom in Canada.

The Montreal
Shtetl

Direct Action Gets
the Goods

Making Home After
the Holocaust

A Graphic History of
the Strike in Canada

ZELDA ABRAMSON &
JOHN LYNCH

THE GRAPHIC
HISTORY COLLECTIVE

9781771134040 | $25.00

16

9781771134170 | $12.00

1919

Taking the Rap

A Graphic History
of the Winnipeg
General Strike

Women Doing Time
for Society’s Crimes

THE GRAPHIC
HISTORY COLLECTIVE
& DAVID LESTER

9781771133555 | $19.95

ANN HANSEN

9781771134200 | $15.00
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AK DISTRO | Gear

AK Press Logo
$16.00 | t-shirt
$16.00 | tank top (women’s cut)
$30.00 | pullover hoodie
$35.00 | zip hoodie
$12.00 | baby onesie
$10.00 | tote

Revolution By the Book
AK Press
$16.00 | t-shirt
$30.00 | crewneck sweatshirt
$14.00 | large tote bag
(red or white print)

AK Press Trucker Hats
$20.00 | foam hat (logo)
$30.00 | richardson hat
(revolution by the book)

Enamel Pins

AK Press “Pen & Sword”
$16.00 | t-shirt
$30.00 | zip hoodie

AK Press Kids’
Baseball Tee
$16.00

We Can’t Just Vote
Fascism Away T-Shirt

Resist Grand Juries
T-Shirt

$20.00
(benefit for ex-political
prisoners)

$20.00
(benefit for chelsea
manning’s legal fund)

Order at
akpress.org

Join our
e-mail
list:

star (black, black/red, black/
green, black/purple, black/
pink); circle a; anarchist black
cross; class war; bomb; acab;
smash fascism; anti-fascist/no
pasaran | $4.00 each

Class War T-Shirt
$20.00

akpress
akpressdistro
akpressdistro

AKPRESS.ORG

370 Ryan Ave. #100
Chico, CA 95973

